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Abstract
Much of the debate surrounding mission-oriented innovation and associated policy
instruments has hitherto remained more conceptual rather than empirical. Thus, in this paper
we examine one relevant policy instrument – the challenge prize – through an empirical lens.
Based on a longitudinal qualitative study of the challenge prize “Solution 100”, organised by
the Finnish Innovation Fund, Sitra, in 2016-2017, we examine whether challenge prizes can
effectively foster the dynamic capabilities needed, both within the private and the public
sector, for states to become entrepreneurial. Specifically, we focus on the question of how
participants with different professional backgrounds – holding contrasting cognitive models in
relation to social problems and innovation – engage with the particular logic of a challenge
prize. Our findings indicate that although prizes can indeed provide the aforementioned
function, future prize organisers must reflect deeply on the types of cultures and mentalities
they wish to promote through the design of their prizes. Far from being simple tools to spur
innovations, prizes in fact involve complex issues of prize governance, greatly influencing their
outcomes. The broader aim of our paper is to situate mission-oriented innovation and
challenge prizes within ongoing debates about welfare state reform.
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1.

Introduction

The welfare state, arguably one of the greatest social innovations of all time, is coming under
increasing critique. Indeed, it is now far from unusual to hear arguments that welfare state
structures, put in place originally to tackle social ills created by industrial capitalism, are no longer
fit for purpose. Echoing an increasingly popular sentiment, Cottam (2018: 14) for example argues
that “The welfare state is out of step with modern troubles, modern lives and much of modern
public opinion. A set of institutions and services designed for a different era is now threadbare
and beyond repair.” She argues that rather than trying to fix a broken system, we should
experiment with new ways of working where the focus shifts from managing people’s needs to
supporting them in growing their own capabilities. The industrial welfare state must, in other
words, be updated for the post-industrial era.
Encouragingly to some, governments across the world have started to express similar views. One
policy framework that has gained increasing traction recently is mission-oriented innovation,
whose proponents (Kattel and Mazzucato, 2018; Mazzucato, 2017) argue that the role of
governments should not be limited to fixing market failures, but instead, they should actively seek
to steer the direction of innovation toward desired goals via investment and other policy actions. A
crucial enabling factor in this endeavour are so called dynamic capabilities in public sector
organisations: their ability to show leadership through bold vision, their ability to find a coherent
mixture of policy instruments and their ability to tap into a diverse set of expertise and skills. While
the previously hegemonic “market failure” framework derived from neoclassical economics
focused on mitigating the role of the state, new capabilities and tools are needed to tackle the
“wicked” problems faced by modern capitalist societies (Kattel et al., 2018). Simply put,
entrepreneurial societies need entrepreneurial states.
One example of a policy tool through which governments are trying to steer the direction of
innovation are challenge prizes. After falling out of favour for centuries (Williams, 2012), policy
makers across the world are again looking at prizes in the hope that they can be used, amongst
other things, as an effective means to incentivise actors beyond traditional policy fields to develop
solutions to societal issues (Nesta, 2014). Despite an extensive grey literature on the benefits and
shortcomings of such prizes, empirical research concerning their effectiveness is still largely
missing (however, see Murray et al., 2012). The current paper addresses our gap in knowledge by
examining one such challenge prize, “Solution 100”, organised by the Finnish Innovation Fund,
Sitra, in 2016-2017, in action. By focusing on the teams that participated in the contest, and their
interaction with the competition, the paper provides an empirical account of the practical
dimensions of mission-oriented innovation. Situated in Finland, a country long considered a
stronghold of the Nordic Welfare State model, the study serves as a practical example of one
framework through which states that have traditionally been deemed innovative are currently
trying to reimagine what welfare state governance could look like in the future. The paper thereby
seeks to contribute towards bridging the gap that currently exists between debates on social
innovation and social welfare reform (Sabato et al., 2017: 148).
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The paper is structured as follows. We begin by situating mission-oriented innovation policy
(MOIP) in ongoing debates about welfare state governance. Following Garland (2014, 2016), we
define the welfare state as a specific mode of governing that deploys a specific set of social and
economic techniques and particular forms of administration. We suggest that the MOIP
framework, including its focus on dynamic capabilities in the public sector, can be read in parallel
with and as a response to recent critiques of the welfare state. Next, we introduce Solution 100
and offer an account of the organiser’s motivations, aims and broader vision for the challenge
prize. After briefly describing our data and method of analysis, we move to our main empirical
component, which focuses on the incubation phase of the challenge prize, and more precisely, on
the different ways in which teams with different professional backgrounds engaged with the
competition. Our major empirical finding is that challenge prizes impact participating private and
public sector teams very differently, raising important questions about the design of the prize,
particularly its evaluative criteria. From setting the challenge, to choosing mentors and judges,
competition organisers are faced with a series of normative choices that influence what types of
initiatives and capabilities will be set into motion by the competition. Simply put, the way you
design a prize has implications for the solutions you get. We conclude the paper by briefly
examining some of the dynamics that emerged when the social innovations produced during the
challenge prize met existing governance structures. The occasionally major resistance
encountered by the teams at this point raise crucial questions about the future role of innovation
agencies, such as Sitra, in the context of mission-oriented innovation. Following Garland (2016),
by its very definition, any changes to the welfare state mean, in effect, a reshuffling of institutional
power relations, making major transformation a very difficult undertaking.
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2. Context: Re-imagining a state of welfare?
Particularly in the Nordic countries, the welfare state is a central part of national identity that most
people tend to have an opinion of. Those on the left regularly express fears that the welfare state
is currently in the process of being dismantled, whereas those on the right often view it as a
barrier to unleashing the personal enterprise that capitalist economies are seen to be dependent
on (see for example, Danielsbacka and Kujala, 2015; Ehrnrooth, 2015). People on all sides of the
political spectrum increasingly seem to agree, however, that the welfare state is in need of drastic
reform. Many would now agree with Cottam’s (2018) assertion that more money will not fix the
welfare state, but instead, it must be reinvented from the bottom up.
But what, in fact, is the welfare state? Does the welfare state equal publicly funded health care
and education, or is it something more profound? Most people, whilst having a strong opinion of
the welfare state, tend to struggle when being asked to define it. An extensive tradition of
scholarship maps out the history, characteristics, different variations and contemporary challenges
to the welfare state (See for example Briggs, 1961; Esping-Andersen, 1990; Gough and
Therborn, 2010; Mjøset, 2016; Pierson, 1998; Rothstein, 1998; Therborn and Roebroek, 1986).
What the classical authors of the welfare state have in common is the idea that rather than an
alternative to capitalist economies, the welfare state should in fact be understood as a
fundamental aspect of modern capitalist governance.
Reviewing the vast literature on the topic, Garland (2014, 2016) provides a particularly useful
sociological synthesis of what the welfare state is. According to Garland (2016: 4) no actually
existing state, “is” a welfare state. Instead, when properly used, the concept “only ever refers to a
specific form of governing and a specific sector of governmental activity”. In effect, the welfare
state is a historically formed “mode of exercising government power and a specific set of
conceptions, institutions, and techniques with which to do so” (Garland, 2016: 6) at the core of
which are the institutions “that insure against loss of earnings by reason of unemployment, illhealth, old-age, disability, and so on.” (Garland, 2016: 8). Instead of a thing of the past, the welfare
state is a ”fundamental aspect of modern government – universally present in all advanced
societies in one form or another” (Garland, 2016: 3) functioning as a “retrofitted set of gears,
brakes and distributors, designed to steer the capitalist juggernaut along a more socially
acceptable course” (Garland, 2016: 39). Garland (2016: 54) explains that the most profound
discontinuity marking the welfare state’s appearance in the aftermath of the two world wars was
not new practices or institutions per se, but a fundamental change in the underlying rationality of
government:
‘What marked the welfare state off from its predecessors was an altered
conception of the nature and purpose of governing and of the character of the
objects — above all the economy and the population — to which government
action was addressed. Welfare state government was distinguished by a new
style of thinking about, and acting upon, the problems of unemployment,
insecurity and uncertainty: an approach that — together with new technologies
of social insurance, social provision and economic regulation — affected the
whole economy and population, and proceeded on quite new principles.’
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For example, whereas previously the general view had long been that the economy was a zero
sum game, where public spending was automatically a drag on the productive economy, from the
early 20th century onward unemployment started being seen not simply as a personal problem,
but rather a structural issue that could be effectively tackled with government spending (Garland,
2016: 54). Garland (2016: 56) explains that the welfare state “socialized processes of control and
of provision, organized them on a national scale, and made them public responsibilities” and was
thus made possible by “a new form of macroeconomic and macrosociological governance [...] a
‘statification’ and systematization of governing practices that were previously local, private, and
piecemeal.” It professionalised and routinised interventions that were previously left to volunteers
and amateurs. At the start of the 20th century there was thus a “marked shift in thinking about
government’s capacity to manage the economy and the benefits of so doing.” (Garland, 2014:
336).
Following Garland, therefore, the welfare state can be thought of as a distinctive “governmentality”
(Foucault, 2007), that is to say mentality or rationality of governing. Importantly, it is a rationality
which acknowledges that left to its own accord, the capitalist economy produces social
circumstances which are unbearable to most members of society, and that the state must
therefore play a role in regulating both social and economic life. A century after its formation, this
interpretation of the role and function of government continues to assert a massive influence on
societies particularly in the west. More recently, after a period of hegemony of perspectives drawn
from neoclassical economics, which focused on limiting the role of the state, a new consensus
has started to emerge around the idea that relationship between the state and the economy must
urgently be rethought yet again (Kattel, 2018; Kattel et al., 2018).
Indeed, especially since the latest financial crisis, many have expressed deep concerns about how
the state has been conducting its aforementioned responsibility. As has already been mentioned
previously, one framework that has gained increasing traction recently is what has come to be
known as mission-oriented innovation. Drawing on an extensive reading of economic history,
Mazzucato (2013, 2017, 2018) argues that economic growth not only has a rate, but also a
direction, one that governments can and must actively seek to influence. This can be achieved,
Mazzucato (2017: 2) suggests by “identifying and articulating new missions that can galvanise
production, distribution and consumption patterns across various sectors” and by making these
the core pillars of government industrial strategies. In effect, Mazzucato explores the idea that just
as President Kennedy in the sixties called for an ambitious program to put a man on the moon, a
mission that quickly attracted both public and private investments, and which “spill over effects”
include many of the technologies that we rely on today, modern states must take an active role in
steering the economy towards socially desirable goals with clearly stated missions. What this
requires is a re-conceptualisation of the role of the public sector, whereby public sector
organisations, just like private companies, are allowed to acquire and foster “dynamic” capabilities,
or to put it plainly, to experiment, fail, and to learn from failure. Mazzucato (2017: 15) repeatedly
underscores the potentially crucial role of innovation agencies, such as Sitra, in driving missionoriented innovation, and mentions prizes as one potentially effective funding instrument, amongst
many others, in encouraging multiple solutions to missions (Mazzucato, 2017: 17–18).
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In general, much of the aforementioned debate surrounding mission-oriented innovation and
associated policy instruments has remained more conceptual rather than empirical. For example,
despite an extensive grey literature on the benefits and shortcomings of such prizes (see for
example, Patel, 2013; Starr, 2013; Youn, 2013), empirical research concerning their effectiveness
is still largely missing (however, see Foray et al., 2012). In order to begin to address this gap, in
this paper we mobilise the concept of institutional logic (Thornton and Ocasio, 1999), to explore a
notable public sector-driven challenge prize. Kattel and Mazzucato (2018: 5) explain that whereas
the past half a century has seen the emergence of a genuine tradition of analysing dynamic
capabilities in businesses, nothing quite similar exists for the public sector. Thus, in this paper we
focus our attention particularly on the teams that participated in the competition. By doing so, we
examine whether challenge prizes can function as an effective means to foster the dynamic
capabilities needed, both within the private and the public sector, to deliver mission-oriented
policies. Specifically, we focus on the question of how teams with different professional
backgrounds – holding contrasting cognitive models in relation to social problems and innovation
– engage with the particular logic of a challenge prize. As Mazzucato (2017) explains, successful
national systems of innovation are ones where different sectors of society work effectively
together to produce innovations. While challenge prizes often explicitly aim to stimulate such
cross-section innovation, our findings indicate that their design can pose severe obstacles to
making this goal a reality. Given especially the recent resurgence of government interest in prizes,
it is imperative to move beyond conceptual debates to unpacking their dynamics in practice (Kay,
2012). Are challenge prizes an effective way to set shared missions, and to steer innovation
activity across sectors towards achieving them? Can prizes function as an effective means to
foster the dynamic capabilities needed within organisations for (welfare) states to become
entrepreneurial? What, in more general terms, do the micro-politics of mission-oriented innovation
consist of? Before examining the competition dynamics in detail, we begin our empirical
investigation by introducing Solution 100, by situating it within the context of increasing calls for
an experimental culture in government, and by unpacking the institutional logics encapsulated by
it.
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3. The challenge prize Solution 100
3.1

Introducing Solution 100

Challenge prizes have a long history as government tools to spur innovation. Notable early prizes
include the Longitude Prize (launched to encourage the invention of new methods to calculate
longitude at sea for the benefit of British navy and merchant operations, awarded in 1765), the
Academy of Besancon’s Prize for Substitute Foods (awarded in 1773, making the potato into a
popular human foodstuff in Europe) and the French Society for the Encouragement of Industry
Prize (awarded in 1826 and spawning the commercial hydraulic turbine) (Nesta, 2014). After
falling out of favor for centuries, government interest in prizes began to re-emerge in mid-2000s,
sparked by the success of prizes such as the Ansari X PRIZE that pledged $10 million to the first
group to launch a private manned and reusable space vehicle into space twice in two weeks (Kay,
2012). Subsequently, the Obama administration sought to advance the application of prizes as a
key innovation tool across all policy areas, including medicine and energy (Nesta, 2014: 8). At this
point, challenge prizes began to gather popularity internationally, with the UK emerging as a
forerunner in Europe.
Influenced by the aforementioned developments, the Finnish Innovation Fund, Sitra, decided to
organise the challenge prize Solution 100 in 2017 in celebration of Finland’s centennial. Sitra,
which was established in 1967 by the Parliament to mark Finland’s 50th anniversary, is
“commissioned with the task of probing the future and promoting qualitative and quantitative
economic growth.” (Sitra, 2019). Whereas initially Sitra functioned more clearly as an investment
fund, in recent years it has taken on the role of a think-tank type thought leader. The relative
weighting of these two functions has been an ongoing debate within Sitra, and the size, and
usage, of its endowment (771 million in 2017) has generated some public scrutiny in Finland in
recent years. According to its most recent vision statement (Sitra, 2019), Sitra aims at:
‘Creating preconditions for reform, spurring everyone towards making a change
and providing opportunities for co-operation. What this means in practice is that
Sitra investigates, explores and develops operating models in close co-operation
with other responsible operators to support public administration.’
Solution 100 can be viewed as one attempt to put Sitra’s organisational vision into practice.
Furthermore, it can be understood as part of a larger initiative by the previous Finnish Government
(2015-2019) to embrace experimental methods and mindsets in government (Experimental
Finland, 2019). Some have viewed Finland as a forerunner in introducing experimental cultures
and mindsets into government.
Explaining their motivation for the competition, the organising team of Solution 100 highlighted
Sitra’s broader goal to supplement their thought leadership role in Finland by becoming more
adept and effective in facilitating hands on experiments. Inspired by Mazzucato’s (2017) (who
serves as a member on Sitra’s advisory board) writings on mission-oriented innovation, amongst
others, a crucial part of Sitra’s organisational vision is to establish itself as a facilitator of crosssectoral partnerships and initiator of new initiatives. Within this context, challenge prizes were
perceived as a potentially useful format. The organising team explained:
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‘We’ve been confronted with the question of how we could transform parts of
our processes so that they would include more of the practical search for new
solutions and innovations, beyond our role as thought leaders. After that we
came across Nesta’s Longitude Prize, which is probably the most crucial
benchmark, from which we began to explore the world of challenge prizes in
more depth.’
After having recognised the potentially good fit between a challenge prize and Sitra’s broader
organisational agenda, the question of legitimacy quickly became a key concern. Thereafter,
crowdsourcing was agreed as a method to build legitimacy around what was an unusually high
financial investment on the part of Sitra (the final prize itself was 1 million euros). Having agreed
upon crowdsourcing as a method for defining the challenge for Solution 100, the challenge prize
progressed through three phases over a two-year period. First, at the start of 2016 members of
the general public were asked through an open online vote what they perceived as the most
important social challenge affecting Finland’s future, after which the following challenge
formulation was agreed upon:
‘Skills to a more effective use. To develop a solution that allows for the more
effective identification and utilisation of expertise and capabilities in a world
where people and information move increasingly across national boundaries.’
(Sitra, 2018)
Mazzucato (2017: 10–11) notes that the question of who gets to set missions is a key concern
that requires more thought and that ideally, missions should be both concrete and broad enough
to allow bottom-up experimentation, discovery and learning. In the case of Solution 100,
mobilising the crowdsourcing method to assist in setting the challenge was far from a
straightforward task, consisting of numerous interactions with an expert panel and significant
amount of editorial work.
After having established the challenge formulation, the organising team set four official goals for
the competition. Their first goal was to help find solutions to the defined challenge by supporting
teams during and immediately after the competition. Secondly, the organising team wanted to
raise public awareness and debate in Finland around the challenge. Third, the organising team
wanted to use the competition format to promote Sitra’s visibility and fourth, to use it as an
opportunity to test the tool and thereafter advise other public bodies regarding its usefulness. In
addition to the official goals, the organisers wanted to test the competition format’s effectiveness
in mobilising a wider variety of actors into solving social issues. The organisers also consciously
prioritised different goals during different parts of the competition. Whereas in the beginning
phase their focus was more on generating public debate around the competition and the
challenge, later on their focus shifted towards helping teams to network with public and private
partners, thereby promoting, in their words, “the creation of a social innovation ecosystem in
Finland”.
In the next stage, Sitra launched a public call in late 2016 for teams with diverse backgrounds to
develop solutions to the challenge. The call was open for anyone to submit their proposal, but the
requirement was that the team had a preliminary solution idea in mind, and that at least three
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members of the team could commit to actively participating in workshops and excursions. In total,
231 teams applied, out of which 15 teams were selected for the final competition phase. The
participating teams came from diverse sectors and backgrounds. In sum, the 15 participating
teams comprised 75 team members, with an average of 5 team members per team. There were
33 female and 42 male participants, with an average age of 43. In line with the challenge
definition, the teams generated solutions that would enable more effective identification and
utilisation of expertise and capabilities. The solutions covered a broad spectrum of applications
ranging from educational to organizational applications. In broad terms, the educational solutions
offered solutions for improving current educational practices, strengthening the diversity of
knowledge in society, as well as improving individuals’ hiring opportunities, while the organisational
solutions were aimed at improving the way work is organized and improving individuals’ hiring
opportunities. Commonly, these two were intertwined or further included broader cultural targets,
such as generating larger cultural shifts in society which would strengthen the utilisation of
expertise and capabilities in Finland.
The final competition phase of Solution 100 consisted of a six-month incubation period, during
which the 15 teams received various forms of support, such as mentoring and workshop sessions,
excursions, boot camps, opportunities to pitch and present their ideas, while competing to develop
the most promising practical social innovation. In addition, the teams received financial support,
including 8000 euros for the development of their social innovations, as well as additional travel
funding for arranged events including an excursion to learn from social innovators in Amsterdam.
The aim of the arranged activities was to provide the teams with new perspectives, coaching from
experts and development support, each designed to fit the unique needs and stages of the teams’
ideas. Finally, the teams also received homework, such as conducting pilots with real users during
the competition in order to expose their ideas to actual users to reveal areas in need of further
development. Figure 1 highlights the various activities and timeline of the six-month incubation
period. Our research focused on this incubation period, where we followed the teams closely from
the start to the end of the competition (and beyond).

Figure 1. Activities and timeline of Solution 100 (Sitra, 2018)
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3.2 Unpacking the institutional logics of Solution 100
Critical commentators have suggested that the social innovation discourse, that challenge prizes
are part of, too often focuses on identifying and promoting solutions that are practical within the
framework of the current economic order, rather than on understanding the structural issues and
conflicts that inevitably lie beneath the current social problems in need of addressing (Fougère et
al., 2017). Others fear that with its emphasis on economic growth and job creation, the social
innovation agenda is being used as a tool to reinforce a dynamic of welfare state reform in the
direction of retrenchment (Sabato et al., 2017).
An alternative way to approach Solution 100, is to view it as part of a national system of
innovation, where different systems and logics must work together to produce innovations
(Mazzucato, 2017). Within such a framework, Solution 100 can be viewed as an intra-institutional
system built around competing institutional logics (Friedland and Alford, 1991). In brief,
institutional logics entail different expectations for social relations and organisational behaviour
(Friedland and Alford, 1991; Thornton and Ocasio, 1999). More specifically, institutional logics
can be understood as “the socially constructed, historical patterns of material practices,
assumptions, values, beliefs, and rules by which individuals produce and reproduce their material
subsistence, organize time and space, and provide meaning to their social reality.” (Thornton and
Ocasio, 1999: 804). According to Thornton (2004) societies are built around six distinct
institutional logics: market, corporation, profession, family, religion and state. Each sector
incorporates a different logic, with a series of taken-for-granted rules that are either structural,
normative, or symbolic (Thornton and Ocasio, 1999).
Examined through the framework of institutional logics, it can be argued that multiple institutional
logics came together and collided in Solution 100. First, the participating teams came from
different sectors, which was likely to result in different motivations and behavior during the
competition. Second, the competition’s aim to produce social innovations, by definition includes
multiple logics. For instance, while the main goal of Solution 100 was to address a societal
problem, it sought to do so by simultaneously producing financially sustainable solutions and
economic opportunities. These competing logics were present both in the structure of the
incubation support provided by Sitra and in the three evaluative criteria used by the competition
jury to judge the social innovations put forward by the teams, which consisted of societal impact,
innovativeness and implementability defined as “financial sustainability in the long term” (Sitra,
2018). When asked about their understanding of social innovation, the organising team noted the
following:
‘Our definition has certainly evolved during the competition. In very simple terms,
a social innovation is something that is beneficial for both the individual and
society as a whole. Increasingly, however, I emphasise that social innovations
need to take into consideration the externalities that they produce. They must
consider, and be able to effectively communicate what their impact is on both
the individual and society more broadly conceived, for example in terms of cost
savings.’
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When asked to specify how social innovations differed from purely market based innovations, the
organising team explained that:
‘Rather than who created it, the question must be who it creates value for. So, if
an app developed in the private sector effectively tackles food waste, then in my
opinion it creates public value instead of just value for the shareholder.
Furthermore, I think it’s important not to differentiate too strictly between
technological solutions and broader social programs, such as the famous
maternity package in Finland. All innovations seek to solve a problem, and they
can be defined by what type of a problem they are seeking to solve.’
Reflecting on the competition criteria further through the framework of institutional logics (SazCarranza and Longo, 2012; Thornton, 2004), we suggest that societal impact is more aligned with
dominant public sector logics, whereas the concern with implementbility is closer to private sector
logics. As visualized by Mazzucato and Penna (2016), these two logics (i.e. societal and economic)
may be viewed as opposing ends of a national system of innovation. In line with Saz-Carranza and
Longo (2012) and Thornton (2004), we view the societal logics closely aligned with the dominant
public sector logic (the state) and the economic logic closely aligned with the dominant private
sector logic (the market). While self-interest, efficient transactions and learning through
competition serves as basic norms and strategies of the market based logic, the public sector
logic is defined by notions of citizenship, the production of a common good and learning through
popular opinion polls (Saz-Carranza and Longo, 2012). In the empirical section that follows, we
investigate how these competing logics, and the requirement to combine them, were experienced
by the different teams that participated in Solution 100. First, however, we briefly note how we
gathered our data and proceeded in analysing it.
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4. A note on data and method of analysis
With permission from Sitra to participate in all the events that were part of Solution 100, and to
interview the participating teams, we had unique access to the competition dynamics. Our
longitudinal data collection covers the incubation period from its start in May 2017 to its end in
November during the same year. In this period, we collected interview, survey and observational
data. Our interview material comprises 90 interviews with the 15 teams that participated in the
competition in addition to 5 interviews with the organising team from Sitra. Our aim was to form a
dynamic and granular picture of the teams and their idea development process, paying particular
attention to the competition’s impact. As mentioned previously, we decided to focus our attention
on the teams that participated in the competition in order to examine whether challenge prizes
can function as an effective means to foster the dynamic capabilities needed, both within the
private and the public sector, to deliver mission-oriented policies. After all, it can be argued that
teams are now perhaps the key organisational constellation of any bureaucracy, and thus form a
natural locus point for dynamic capabilities. Furthermore, teams and their idea development
processes have so far only rarely been examined in social innovation research.
We interviewed each participating team six times at an interval of five to six weeks. In each
interview, we surveyed the state of the team’s social innovation idea, their understanding of the
social problem being addressed, their relevant interactions and episodes of collaboration with
partner organisations and other teams, and their reactions to competition activities, in addition to
many other items. In terms of interactions, we focused both on intra-team activities as well as
interactions with competing teams, experts and mentors, and events and activities external to the
competition. We also asked the teams to respond to 14 online questionnaires, the purpose of
which was to survey relevant and useful conversations that the teams had engaged in during a
given week (and that were therefore still fresh on their mind). In the interviews, we asked the
teams to elaborate on some of the key conversations that they had noted down in the
questionnaires. Finally, we attended half of the events organised by Sitra as part of the incubation
phase, making ethnographic observations about their general outcomes, the nature of mentoring
conversations, the teams’ progress and their attitudes and feelings towards the competition. In our
interviews with the organising team (part of which were covered in the previous section), we
focused on their motivations, aims and broader vision for the challenge prize, as well as on
reflections about the process and their role, in particular, as the competition progressed.
For the current paper, we conducted a detailed analysis of a subsample of six teams. We selected
teams in accordance with the principles of theoretical sampling (Glaser and Strauss, 1967) in that
all the chosen teams could be clearly categorized as either private- or public sector teams. Our
selection criteria were based on the assumption that the two groups embrace different
institutional logics, as described in the previous section. We anticipated that the different groups
would encounter the logics of the competition differently, and would therefore be differently
impacted by it. While we recognize that there were other logics among the participating teams (for
instance some teams composed mainly of academics were closely aligned with the “professional
logic”, listed as one of the key institutional logics by Thornton (2004)), we argue that these two
logics were the primary drivers of the challenge prize, and we therefore wanted to examine how
teams that were closely aligned to one of the two competing logics encountered and reacted to
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the competition, where a key criteria for success was the ability to combine the two. We
acknowledge that our sampling criteria may provide an overtly simplistic view of the competition
dynamics. At the same time, however, a focus on extreme cases facilitates theory development by
providing contrasts and visibility into divergent patterns (Eisenhardt and Graebner, 2007).
Following an extensive single-case analysis that resulted in the four major themes listed in Table
1, we conducted a comparative multi-case analysis across the six teams. Our single case analysis
revealed notable differences between the teams in how they carried out their development
process, their attitudes towards social innovation, their reaction to feedback, and their perception
of the value gained from the competition. As recommended by Eisenhardt (1989), we searched
for patterns of within-case similarities and cross-case differences by comparing the identified
themes in each team. These comparisons enabled us to reconcile why the competition impacted
different teams in different ways, and the explanation repeatedly returned to whether the team
had been categorized as a private sector- or public sector team. For instance, in the early stages
of the incubation, whereas private sector teams were more concerned with quickly moving
towards piloting and product development, public sector teams spent an extensive amount of time
forming a deep understanding of the social issue being addressed. We present the results of our
analysis in the next section.
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5. Encountering the institutional logics of Solution 100
at the team level
In order to explore the different ways in which teams with different professional backgrounds
engaged with the institutional logics of Solution 100, we chose a sub-sample of six teams for a
detailed analysis. Since we deliberately picked teams representing two distinct fields, three from
the private sector, and three from the public sector, we expected that the various institutional
logics inherent in different sectors would have an impact on how the teams interacted with the
competition.
Through our single and cross-case analysis we identified four different themes related to how the
private and public sector teams interacted with the competition. Through these, the competition
steered the direction of the private and public sector teams’ innovation process in different ways.
The four identified themes are highlighted in Table 1 and consist of:
•
•
•

the teams’ development process,
their attitudes towards social innovation,
their reaction to feedback, and,

•

their perception of the value gained from the competition.

In what follows, we review the four themes providing empirical examples for each.
Table 1. Contrasting institutional logics between private sector and public sector teams during Solution 100

Private sector teams

Public sector teams

Development process

Solution-driven

Problem-driven

Attitude toward social
innovation

Embraced it

Problematised it

Reaction to feedback

Filtered it

Confounded and/or demoralised by
it

Value gained from
competition

Opportunities to reframe and test Began learning start-up mindset and
solution
working practices
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5.1 The development process: Solution vs problem driven
An immediate difference between private sector and public sector teams could be observed in
their respective development processes. Whereas private sector teams often started with at least
a vague idea of the solution they wanted to develop, public sector teams typically spent an
extensive amount of time trying to form a deeper understanding of the problem they wanted to
address. These differences in approach impacted dramatically upon what activities the teams
prioritised, particularly in the early stages of the competition.
The sense of urgency is exemplified by private sector team a, who expressed to us very early on
their “need to get down to business immediately so that we will have something concrete to show
when we hand in our final assignment”. This, combined with a mentality that “we are all committed
to this project regardless of whether or not we win the competition” led the team to engage in an
intense hands-on partnership with a government agency, whereby the team provided a novel
technological solution to automate parts of the government agency’s operations. Another private
sector team, private sector team b, explained to us that the incubation phase has “allowed us to
take our solution through a standard product development cycle”. In other words, the six-month
incubation format, where solutions are developed with rapid pace, was a logic that the private
sector teams recognised and felt at ease with immediately.
In sometimes stark contrast, the same urgency to move quickly towards product development
could not be observed in public sector teams. Instead, they often expressed a conviction that
introducing a new innovation to the public sector was a slow and complex process, and that
considerable effort was needed to comprehend the dynamics of the social problem being
addressed. One team, public sector team a, talked about how their strategy was to “take a
research-evidence based approach and bring scientific evidence to the final assignment”.
Consequently, the team spent the majority of their time during the competition researching the
problem that they were going to solve “once they had won the competition”, as they put it. Another
public sector team, public sector team b, reasoned around their similarly extensive focus on
problem-definition that:
‘Coming up with a technical solution is not enough, but we need a lot of
understanding of the problem and a lot of stakeholders to be able to influence
the rigid societal structures […] It is not until we have this deep understanding of
the problem and a broader network that we can build the solution with the million
dollar grant from the competition.’
Reflecting on their development process at the end of the competition, public sector teams often
noted how they had ended up running out of time with developing their solutions. As a
consequence, they commonly struggled with the evaluation criteria of implementability in the
competition, and failed to demonstrate a readiness to move their solution forward no matter the
results of the competition. Whereas private sector teams regularly reported a desire to develop
their solutions irrespective of the competition, public sector teams spoke in the past tense,
explaining that their solution could only be properly developed after the competition had been
won.
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5.2 Attitude towards social innovation
As noted in the previous section, one of Solution 100’s key competition criteria was
implementability, defined as financial viability beyond the potential prize money. From the very
beginning therefore, teams had to devise business models as part of their solutions. Social
innovation, although a multifaceted concept characterised by a significant degree of flexibility, has
sometimes been associated with entrepreneurial perspectives where social challenges are viewed
not only as risks but also as sources of economic opportunity (Sabato et al., 2017: 155).
Almost without exception, private sector teams embraced the opportunity to combine business
and societal impact. Through the incubation support, these teams were introduced to new
frameworks and concepts to reframe their solutions with. Private sector team a, devised of
members almost exclusively from the world of business, reflected on the competition:
‘And then there is this social impact thinking that makes us consider the broader
effects of our work. This has been a wonderful process that I’ve come to like very
much; the point is we are developing a social programme as well as a business.’
In sum, private sector teams felt invigorated by the fact that they were contributing to solving a
social issue, while feeling at ease with developing a viable business model as a base for that. In
sometimes stark contrast, public sector teams were more confounded or even demoralised by the
idea of having to consider business models as part of their solutions. Public sector team b
expressed later on in the competition how it had initially come as a shock to have to consider
business models as part of their solution:
‘After the latest event we’ve been thinking a lot about whether this competition is
the right funding channel for us. Initially we thought this would be a genuine
social innovation competition, but that idea is gone by now. For all the work
we’ve put into this, we could probably find an easier source of funding. Maybe
we’ve understood the idea behind this competition all wrong, because it seems
to us more like a funding channel for start-ups rather than a real social
innovation competition. We’ve been puzzled when mentors advise “to think about
who is going to pay for what” and “this is a business” for many times for sure. We
thought we had come here to solve a social problem.’
Indeed, the team repeatedly talked about how they felt demotivated and misplaced in the
competition due to the dual focus on business and social impact, a perception very much shared
by other public sector teams. In addition to having contrasting views on social innovation, privateand public sector teams differed sometimes significantly in how they related to the public sector
more generally. Private sector teams often argued for the necessity of their solution as an
outcome of the inability of the state to deal effectively with a social problem. They often explained
that what they wanted to do with their solution was to “disrupt” current dysfunctional governmental
structures.
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Public sector teams, in contrast, building on a deep understanding of governance structures in
Finland, often expressed a desire to build upon and improve existing models within the public
sector. Public sector team c explained their focus:
‘All of these existing models are a really excellent foundation, and it is on top of
them that we wish to build our solution […] So there isn’t really anything that
ground-breaking about our solution, but what we are doing is far more
systematic and structured than what has been attempted before […] Our
solution is not a pilot or a product, but instead, an operating model that will be
rooted in to the existing education system […] short term projects or pilots do
not change established cultures, only structured approaches can achieve
genuine impact.’

5.3 Reaction to feedback
Another marked difference between the two groups could be observed in how they related to the
feedback given to them, by mentors, judges and competition organisers, during the incubation.
Private sector teams, perhaps more used to pitching their ideas to investors and other audiences,
did usually not have an issue with the content of the feedback or the manner in which it was
communicated. Instead, they seemed effective in filtering it, and selectively taking on board those
aspects of it that they deemed useful. Reflecting on the feedback received from the competition
judges, private sector team a, commented:
‘I would say that the judges were fairly critical towards everyone. I think that they
did a good job. They had really set out to spot the weaknesses in the solutions.
Personally, I’m fairly used to being heavily criticised. Once you’ve taken a good
beating a couple of times, it doesn’t hurt that bad anymore. Of course, I do
understand that criticism can sometimes hurt. But if I think about it, we are all
adults here, and we are talking about a very significant amount of public
investment. It’s therefore very understandable to me that they’ve reviewed the
solutions with a microscope.’
Private sector team b, similarly brought up the issue of harsh critique in relation to an instance
where they had been criticised by a mentor for their decision to start collaborating with a public
entity:
‘The tensest situation was a mentoring session during the social impact
bootcamp. He completely put our idea down whilst explaining that it was not
worth getting into business with the public sector, since these issues with social
impact will remain interesting only for a couple of years and no more. In the end
we decided that this was only one person’s opinion and decided to proceed with
our initial idea as planned.’
This and other examples demonstrate how private sector teams were rarely demoralised by strong
feedback, but instead, were able to filter it and take on board suggestions selectively.
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Public sector teams, in contrast, often struggled with the feedback received. In particular, they had
difficulties coming to terms with contrasting pieces of advice, demonstrated by the following
excerpts from public sector team c:
‘Each feedback session resulted with us entirely revising our solution […] we
started to feel really exhausted with constantly having to shift our focus, ending
up almost entirely losing the thread at some point.’
‘It was an upsetting moment for us when, after having done a significant amount
of work on our solution, we introduced it to someone who speaks a totally
different language and looks at things purely from a business perspective. He
challenged us, but not in a good way.’
Such experiences often led public sector teams to question their suitability for the competition.
Another public sector team, public sector team a, was continuously discouraged by the feedback
received during the incubation, shifting their focus after each mentoring session. Having been
initially highly motivated, the teams felt deeply demoralised by the final feedback from the
competition judges:
‘We initially wanted to develop a mobile application. However, throughout the
competition we received advice that the application would not be enough. But
then when the result came, it seemed like it had been fine for everyone else to
have a simple technical solution. We don’t feel like we have been treated equally
to others, and probably this competition wasn’t for us. If there’s one thing I’ve
learned it’s not to pay attention to everyone’s advice!’
In other words, instead of evaluating the feedback based on their own unique expertise, they too
often took it literally. In effect, they were so strongly influenced by the competition that it was no
longer productive for them. In general, therefore, when public sector teams met institutional logics
that contrasted with their own, the experience discouraged them and sent them into a negative
spiral.
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5.4 Value gained from competition
Much of the perceived value gained from the competition was shared across private and public
sector teams. Universal to all, was that the competition opened up new networks and contacts
with important user, stakeholder and sponsor groups. Furthermore, the prestigious competition
increased the teams’ legitimacy in the eyes of the media and potential partners and customers.
The teams reported for instance having noticed that various stakeholders and prospective
customers found them much more credible having been admitted into the well-known and
prestigious challenge prize. Some teams reported that their enquiries would never have had led to
anything, were it not for the prestige gained from the competition. In addition, the competition
provided a framework for the teams to move proceed in a structured way, which teams from both
groups dearly valued.
In addition to the shared benefits, fundamental differences also existed between the two groups.
In general, for private sector teams, the competition provided an opportunity to reframe and test a
solution, particularly from the viewpoint of societal impact, which they had often already been
developing before. Private sector team a explained:
‘We have been given the opportunity to really condense and define our idea
better than before. As a result, a new product has emerged. Artificial intelligence
is such an extensive field that our company could, in theory, work with a very
wide range of possibilities, but we’ve been encouraged to really reflect on what
would be the one product that we should offer. And it seems to be taking off
very nicely indeed.’
Similarly, private sector team c, repeatedly reflected upon how they had reframed their solution as
a result of the feedback received within the framework of the competition and also outside of it. In
other words, they had no issues with presenting their idea in public and to challenge and test their
idea with different audiences. As a result, their idea and their ability to communicate it effectively
developed progressively during the competition. At the end of the incubation, the team reported
having reached a certain confidence level with their solution, and that they were ready to move
from piloting and prototyping to production. A similar pattern could be observed in other private
sector teams. For instance, private sector team b continuously iterated their solution as a result of
competition sessions and co-creation projects together with a public sector customer. By
participating in the competition, the team got a major first customer, a large governmental agency
in Finland, which then opened the door to other customers in the public sector. The team
explained to us that after the competition “customers were just waiting for us to be ready to jump
into production”.
While private sector teams moved quickly to a production phase, public sector teams, in contrast,
commonly went through the competition without running any concrete pilots with actual
prototypes - thereby failing to reframe and test their solution effectively. While this may be partially
due to their more intense focus on problem specification, public sector teams were often also
more closed, not taking full advantage of the incubation support offered. Public sector teams were
furthermore rarely interested in collaboration or idea sharing with competing teams. In the end,
public sector teams reflected on the competition as an opportunity to learn new skills, practices
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and the startup mentality, which could prove hugely beneficial in their day to day work in the
future. Public sector team c explained:
‘[...] we have learned about many things that the world of research does not deal
with very much. Pitching and all the other things related to communications and
being in the spotlight and visible in the media — these are all invaluable and will
soon spread to the realm of academic research too.’
The competition therefore potentially enacted cultural change in the public sector by arming
employees with new skills and mindsets.
Furthermore, it can be suggested that competition improved public sector teams’ knowledge and
capabilities to take their idea forward in the future, albeit not in the immediate manner as was the
case for private sector teams. Further demoralised by the enormous resistance met at the point
where they tried to introduce their social innovation to the Finnish public sector after the
competition, one team noted that Solution 100 should be ran in Finland state wide:
‘I’ve sat in different seminars for 25 years. At regular intervals someone from
abroad comes along and tells people that you should be doing this. Then
everyone is like great, let’s start doing that. But by the end of the day nothing
changes. Instead, the same people sit there doing things exactly the same way
as they’ve always done them. Sitra should organise these things for all civil
servants and state organisations in Finland, because that is the only way to enact
real change. It’s all good for us to sit here when everyone is open to change and
doing things in a new way. But in the end civil servants will put down every single
suggestion, because they do not genuinely want change. If Sitra wants social
change, it must start organising these competitions for the entire public sector.’
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6

Conclusion: What role should innovation agencies
play in the future?

In this paper, we have sought to contribute to discussions about mission-oriented innovation,
dynamic capabilities in the public sector, and welfare state governance by exploring empirically the
challenge prize Solution 100. Our investigation has revealed that prizes, sometimes assumed to
be simple tools to spur innovations, in fact involve complex issues of prize governance. Our
analysis demonstrates that challenge prizes impact private and public sector teams very
differently, raising critical questions about the format, particularly in relation to its evaluative
criteria. From setting the challenge, to choosing mentors and judges, competition organisers are
faced with a series of normative choices that influence what types of initiatives will be set into
motion by the competition. Simply put, the way you design a prize has implications for the
solutions you get. Although further research is required to assess whether the educational
benefits of the challenge prize for public sector workers can lead to permanent changes in public
sector cultures and mentalities, our findings suggest that challenge prizes can function as one
potential avenue for fostering dynamic capabilities (of a particular kind) in the public sector. In
light of this finding too, future prize organisers must reflect deeply on the types of cultures and
mentalities they wish to promote in their prize design. Private sector cultures and mentalities, as
demonstrated also by our research, certainly have their limitations when it comes to addressing
societal issues.
Such insights raise the important question whether competition organisers should in the future
seek to accommodate more effectively for both private and public sector logics in their design.
More generally, what logics should competitions seek to promote and reward in order to enact
genuine social change? A general risk exists that competitions end up promoting solutions which,
albeit fitting well into the framework of the current economic order, are powerless in tackling the
deeper structural issues that inevitably lie at the root of societal problems. Should competing
teams for example be made more aware of the potential negative impacts of their social
innovations to ensure that challenge prizes reinforce a dynamic of welfare state reform instead of
retrenchment? (Fougère et al., 2017: 839–840). Follow up research is needed to assess whether
the social innovations produced during Solution 100 were able to institutionalise into, or indeed
replace, existing governance structures of the Finnish welfare state.
A final set of questions thus concerns the future role of innovation agencies such as Sitra. If
innovation is always political, does participating more actively in the innovation process inevitably
come with the risk of being perceived as aligning too closely to either side of the political
spectrum? Our findings indicate that social innovations can face major resistance from existing
governance structures often highly resistant to change. How actively and in what manner should
innovation agencies, such as Sitra, participate in promoting broader societal change? If structural
changes to the welfare state are, as many now argue, imminent, does this mean that innovation
agencies must focus more actively on supporting the diffusion, rather than invention of
innovations? How could this be achieved whilst remaining politically impartial? Clearly,
understanding how public institutions can engage a wide variety of stakeholders in defining the
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direction of travel is one of the key areas of concern for any government wishing to pursue
mission-oriented policies.
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